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Practical informations
Registration
Send an e-mail to Olivier.Devillers@inria.fr.

Fees
There is no registration fee. Participants have to pay for their lunch at Inria
(price is 7.06 euros (7.36 with a coffee), it is a good idea if you can have exact
change).

Suggested Hotels
The following hotels in Antibes are located at walking distance from both a bus
station to INRIA, and the scenic center of Antibes, as well as the sea. We refer
to the hotels web sites for more details.

Chrys Hotel***, Le Collier**, Hôtel de l’Étoile**, Hôtel Josse***. The latter
is located in Juan les Pins, in front of the sea, but further away from bus stations.

If you prefer an hotel in Sophia, (less fancy place, almost nothing to do at
walking distance but going to INRIA) you can go to Le Relais**.

Organization
This workshop is organized by Olivier Devillers, Caroline French, and Monique
Teillaud, INRIA.



Buses
The price is 1 euro per travel for all these buses

From airport to Sophia

To Sophia take bus 230. In rush hours bus stops at “Aeroport Promenade”, go
to Terminal 1 with the free bus inside the airport, then cross the road by the
pedestrian passage below the road and climb a staircase to the bus stop. ( every
10 minutes between 6:50 and 9:00). After 9:00, the bus stop at Bus station of
Terminal 1 at 9:35, 9:50, 10:05, 10:35,. . . .

Bus stop to get out is named “INRIA”, the third after getting out from the
highway (see bus stops map below).

From airport to Antibes

To Antibes (i.e your hotel probably) take bus 200. Bus stops at “Aeroport
Promenade”, go to Terminal 1 with the free bus inside the airport, then cross
the road by the pedestrian passage below the road and climb a staircase to the
bus stop. ( about every 10 minutes between 17:00 and 18h30 then around 18:45,
19:05, 19:25, 19:45, 20:15). The two last buses stop at Bus station of Terminal
1 at 20:55 and 22:00.

From Antibes to Sophia

From Antibes take Envibus (the pink buses) at bus stop “ Gare Sncf - Passerelle”.
You can get any of line 1, line 11, line 100. On Line 11 get off at the bus stop
INRIA. On Line 1 get off at the bus stop IUT. On Line 100 get off at bus stop
Templiers, then walk a little bit (see bus stops map below).

some hours: line 1 at 8:24 and 8:45, line 11 at 9:03 (arrives at INRIA around
9:25) line 100 at 8:48, 9:03 (arrives at Templiers around 9:28), 9:18.

To find the bus stop at Antibes: get out of Antibes train station, then cross
the tracks by the "passerelle" above the tracks to get the to bus stops "SNCF
Passerelle", after crossing the passerelle, the place for the 1/11/100 is at left.

WARNING: if you use the 100 bus, after 9:46 it goes to Antibes center first,
and then goes to Sophia directly, so it may be written on the bus "Antibes place
de Gaulle" instead of "Sophia Gare routière".)

Bus 1, 11, and 100 from Antibes

Bus 1, 11, and 100 to Antibes

bus 11 from Antibes

bus 11 to Antibes

(at the same place, be careful)

INRIA entrance
bus 230 to Nice and airport

bus 230 from Nice and airport

bus 1, both directions

templiersIUT

INRIA

templiers

INRIA


